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PROGRAMMED SLAVES of the ILLUMINATI – 
Part Four 

 
Continuing our message based on Fritz Springmeier and Cisco Wheeler’s book, 
“The Illuminati Formula used to Create an Undetectable Total Mind Controlled 
Slave” 

When Mary gets scared and begins to get into revolving switching, sometimes 

spinning can be slowed down by saying, “10--YOU ARE SLOWING DOWN 9--

YOU ARE SLOWING DOWN 8--YOU ARE GETTING SLOWER AND 

SLOWER...” A system‟s coding is a reflection of their programmer. If the 

programmer is a pilot which many of them are, then they may have pilot lingo in their 

codes, such as the system may be turned by pitch & degrees. If the programmer is a 

sailor the system may have nautical codes, such as “RED RETURN RUNNING‟‟ , 

„„SAFE HARBOR‟‟ (for „„Home‟‟), and DOWN RIVER (away from “Papa”). 
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Q. Catholic Programming (by Jesuits etc.)  **Remember Alberto Rivera‟s testimony 

that the Jesuits were trained to infiltrate all churches – they are the ones that carry out 

hits for the Vatican.** 

KEYS TO THE KINGDOM = world domination by mind control.  

Matt.16:19 – And I will give unto you the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and 
whatsoever you shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever 
you shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.   

For the catholic church who thinks the keys were only given to Peter and so 
passed down through the years only in the catholic religion to each successive 
pope since they laid claim on Peter in that denomination – listen to this: 
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Remember this statue was originally Zeus and they changed it to Peter 

Matt.18:18-20 – (Jesus speaking to His disciples NOT JUST PETER) Verily I say unto 
you, Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever 
ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.  Again I say unto you, That if two 
of you shall agree on earth as touching any thing that they shall ask, it shall be 
done for them of My Father which is in heaven.  For where two or three are 
gathered together in My name, there am I in the midst of them. 

VOW OF SILENCE is a keep quiet program activated by “THE WALLS HAVE 

EARS & THE PLANTS HAVE EYES SO YOUR SILENCE IS TANTAMOUNT TO 

SUCCESS.” This is explained to the victim that the sea shells and the plants have the 

ability to hear, and that a sensitive occultist (programmer) can psychically pick up 

what the plants and sea shells hear. “MAINTAIN IT” --is a command to maintain the 

Vow of Silence “MAINTAIN IT & LISTEN.”-- a command to keep silent and listen 

to a command. 

“ENTER INTER (to deposit (a dead body) in the earth or in a tomb) INNER 

DIMENSION TWO” - this is a standard Jesuit infinity program (2 is a sacred voodoo 

no.) 

S. HAND SIGNALS misc. common signals 

Right Fist to forehead – OBEY 
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Hands behind back of head -- I‟m master 

Hands on inside of thighs by handler -- come to me Kitten and service me. 

Palm of hand touched -- sexual access point for some models 

 

Sign of Satan -- Hail Satan! used for Monarch & Illuminati Mind-controlled slaves as 

an induction. The alter who is holding the body goes into trance, & a deeper one 

replaces it. 

**Last week I could not remember what Obama was always saying and that the 

people were chanting.  It was “yes, we can” – which backwards is – thank you 

satan.** 

Thumb twiddle -- rotating the thumbs around with the two hands clasp -- S&M 

--- LIFE “OVER THE RAINBOW” ---  

After indexing & rereading this book, the co-authors realized that we had not 

explained “over the rainbow.” Some alters live “over the rainbow” and some do not. 

Both types will use the term “over the rainbow”, but with different meanings attached. 

For those who live “over the rainbow”, they serve their masters in such a deep 

hypnotic trance that they perceive reality like it‟s a dream. When their memories 

surface they are so unlike normal memories that a system in therapy may not know 

what to do with them. They have been described as similar to the pictures in the old 

T.V.s when the vertical hold would go out of control. Deeper alters, who live “over 

the rainbow” experience memories/life in the following fashion: faces & porn cameras 

are airbrushed out of their memory, distinctive marks in the perpetrators such as scars 

& wrinkles are airbrushed out, colors & lights are very bright due to the total dilation 
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of the pupils while in deep trance, and there is no sense of time for these alters. These 

alters are trained to “TRANCE SEND FORWARD THROUGH TIME”. By 

understanding the programming, the codes, & triggers, those alters who lived “over 

the rainbow” can recover from the mind the full memory, without the distortions 

created by dissociation. 

G. HYPNOSIS IN PROGRAMS, & OTHER USES 

 

Remember in past messages this torture ranges from sexual abuse, to killing in front 

of them, performing sacrifices, to sleep and food deprivation, to shocking and 

physically abusing them – you name it. 

The programmers will begin their programming by extreme torture. After a 

certain amount of torture the victim is willing to say or believe anything to stop the 

torture. At this point a thought will be planted into the victim‟s mind. This thought 

will be linked to a false memory put in via hypnosis or movies, or other method, and it 

will be linked to a command put in by hypnosis etc. and the original thought, the 

command, the false memory will be linked by a single emotion which will link them 

all together. The result will be something like this: it is two weeks before Halloween 

(thought), I must get ready for Halloween rituals (command) because I have always 

had a habit of going to Halloween rituals (false memory). If I don‟t, I will have a heart 

attack and die (memory of torture linked to thoughts). Programming is layered in. 

Layer after layer of programming is put in. Each alter (personality) of the victim is 
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used as if it is a component of a large system. The result is that no alter (personality) 

is the whole, but only a cog in a great machine. Can a single cog rebel against the 

whole machine? It is very difficult for a single component of thousands of 

components to rebel against the abusers. 

 

Later, the victim will be further brought under the spell of this mirror programming by 

going to locations around the nation, like the Magic Time Machine 

restaurants in San Antonio and Dallas, TX where mirrors are placed on doors, 

ceilings, walls, and restrooms of the establishment and programming themes are part 

of everything at these restaurants.  

 

The handler may tell the slave, “LOSE YOURSELF IN THE INFINITY MIRRORS.” 

Final note: there is no way that this book could give every last song or story that has 

been used for programming, nor was it the intention to do so. We have wanted to 

point out the popular story lines used, although we have missed some such as 

the Chronicles of Narnia and Little Red Riding Hood (which is used in several 

ways along the lines of you think you‟re going to Papa‟s, or Grandma‟s house & you 

end up with a wolf). Our list left out many programming songs which include – 
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all the Rolling Stone’s songs,  

Alabama‟s Old Flame, etc. 

EARLY 70’s.  

In the early ‘70’s, the army began several projects that used Theta programming. 

The Green Berets began the Jedi Warrior Program using occult means to help 

create super soldiers. 
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Obi-Wan Kenobi – A Jedi Knight in the movie “Star Wars” 

 

Anakin Skywalker uses telekinesis to show off to Padmé Amidala. “Jedi mind trick” 
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Line from the movie:” may the force be with you.”  George Lucas glorifies not 

God, but the Force. Daniel 11:38 warns the God of the anti-Christ will be "the God 

of forces."  

Dan.11:37-38 – Neither shall he regard the God of his fathers, nor the desire of 

women, nor regard any god: for he shall magnify himself above all.  But in his 

estate shall he honor the God of forces (munitions – weapons and ammunition): 

and a god whom his fathers knew not shall he honor with gold, and silver, and 

with precious stones, and pleasant things.   

But as for the Almighty God, in His seat he shall honor, yea, he shall honor a god 

of munitions: and a god whom his fathers knew not shall he honor with gold, and 

silver, and with precious stones, and pleasant things (things desired). 

The notion of an impersonal “Force” being “God” serves to deny God’s 

relationship with man. The notion of the "Force" is a central theme in 

Luciferianism and the central theme behind the secularist world view.   

Just a few points about the Star Wars movie and how occultic it is. 

1. "May the Force be with you" is a variation on the Christian phrase "May the 

Lord be with you." Occultist take pleasure in removing any reference to Jesus and 

even greater pleasure when people can be deceived to participate in 

abominations. This is exactly what happens with the word "Lord" changing to 

"Force." 

The occult "May the Force be with you" was a common witchcraft greeting before 
George Lucas made Star Wars. Today, because of Star Wars, this witchcraft 
greeting is used far more often. 

Christian author Pastor David J. Meyer, once a practicing witch, explains the true 
meaning of "May the Force be with you." He wrote: "When real witches have 
sabats and esbats and meet as a coven, they greet each other by saying "Blessed 
be", and when they part, they say "The Force be with you." Both sides of this 
"Force" are satan. It is not a good side of the force that overcomes the bad side of 
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the force, but rather it’s the blood of Jesus Christ that destroys both sides of the 
satanic Force.  

4. Divination and all forms of witchcraft are explicitly forbidden in the Bible. In 

Leviticus 19:26 we learn: "You shall not eat anything with the blood, nor shall you 

practice divination or soothsaying." Deuteronomy provides serious warnings not 

to promote the witchcraft religion of the anti-Christ (e.g., moving items with 

calling upon demonic Force powers), divination, consulting with familiar spirits, or 

forcing our will on others such as using mind control to make people say and do 

things. Obi-Wan Kenobi is one example of a "good" Jedi that violates all of these 

Biblical abomination.    

10. Anakin is presented as a false Christ born from a virgin, possessing special 

powers from birth, and proclaimed as the savior.  

 

Anakin Skywalker represents lucifer before he fell. 

Luke Skywalker is presented as the true savior.  
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Luke Skywalker represents Jesus in this movie. (bloodlines are big in this movie) 

Lucifer, the god of the New World Order religion, once was known as a 

"skywalker" or the fallen angel cast from heaven appearing in the sky as light. In 

Luke 10:18 we learn: "And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from 

heaven." In Isaiah 14:12 we learn: "How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, 

son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken 

the nations!" 
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Before he became a disciple of the dark side, Darth Vader was Anakin Skywalker, 

a goodhearted Jedi and hero of the Clone Wars. While he was considered one of 

the most powerful Jedi in the galaxy, Anakin had broken the Order's code by 

secretly marrying Senator Padmé Amidala. 

Back to Fritz’ info. on the 70’s. 

The soldiers were to enhance their sniper/scout abilities by using special mental 

powers to become instantly aware of the details of their surroundings. (This was 

LEVEL 1.) The next level (2), was to build your instincts, intuition & mental 

visualization abilities. The third level was to psychically make yourself invisible. I 

have read accounts of snipers who had this ability.  
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The fourth level was to be able to mentally kill. This psychic killing ability was also 

a goal of the First Earth Battalion, which also introduced its members to these 4 

Theta levels of ability. As the reader may be aware, martial arts (which is taught 

to/used by the Green Berets & First Earth Battalion) has the practitioner use a 

spirit to gain strength…so it is a natural progression to use “spiritual” strength to 

kill.  

Fort Bragg had a run-down rickety old bldg. dating from WW 2 in a wooded area 

reached by a dirt track that was used for practicing psychic killing by bursting the 

heart of the animal.  
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The movie Carrie: The scene where she was humiliated and so she used her 

psychic powers to burn down the gym and the people in it. 

Later used on men. The First Earth Battalion of the army carried out rituals in 

robes & hoods. Members of the Green Berets (while at Ft. Lewis) did an occult 

blood sacrifice at night.  –Fritz Springmeier (facebook public page) 

 

TOTAL MIND CONTROL USES “GOD ORDERS THIS…” The Illum.’s m.c. is employed 
by a wide variety of groups on the Illum.’s Anarchy organizational level: incl. many 
intelligence agencies, military groups, occult cults, and religions. All of them use 
the “God-made-me-do-it” programming. In the USA, I came across 5 major 
programming scripts used by major religions (functioning as Illum. fronts); they 
were: Jesuit, Jehovah’s Witness, Mormon, Charismatic & OTO  (Order of 
Oriental Templars), (programming scripts. Bible verses & themes are misused 
for programming codes & triggers.)  

Matt.7:15 – Beware of false prophets which come to you in sheep’s clothing, but 
inwardly they are ravening wolves. 

2 Cor.11:14-15 – And no marvel; for satan himself is transformed into an angel of 
light.  Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the 
ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works. 
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In Haiti, they use Voodoo programming scripts.  OVERRIDING BASIC INSTINCTS. A 
23 yr. old son hearing “Jehovah’s commands” kills his parents. A woman labeled 
“schizophrenic” (DID/MPD?) hears God order her to kill her 16 yr. old daughter & 
does. Another mother, a 21 yr. old, hears voices in her head “from God” to kill her 
8 mo. old son & complies. A mother in Jim Jones’ People Temple cult hears a 
signal and slits the throats of her 3 children & then slits her own throat. Then 
some people blame religion for these murders, others blame God; while only a 
few realize that these are the result of the total mind control “God-orders-this” 
programming. Meanwhile insiders brag of the power of the programming, such as 
the m.c. programming’s power in Jonestown to override basic survival instincts to 
kill hundreds of people.  HOW “GOD-ORDERS-IT” VISIONS CAN BE LAID IN.  

There are several ways, but an effective untraceable method to lay it deep into 
the mind is for the programmers to take a blank-slate dissociated part of the mind 
& then lock it in place in the “front” (the consciousness). The person w/ this blank 
piece is now placed in a dark room which is an acoustic chamber in a sensory 
deprivation tank under drugs  

 

with an electromagnetic cranial stimulator (a God helmet).  

Visions occur. The programmer must co-create & co-design the programming with 
the vision that the victim’s mind creates. The God helmet stimulates patterns into 
the temporal lobes. In an Ericksonian hypnotic fashion the programmer works 
with the victim’s mind and its engineered mystical experience. The victim’s 
symbols & pictures can be given indirect suggestions by the programmer & have 
programming ideas attached. Extreme feelings of fear & love are attached to the 
mystical vision. Next, come the time-released post-hypnotic triggers which are 
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layered in. The layering prevents any accidental premature triggering of the 
programmed vision. At some pt. the vision can be triggered after several 
sequential triggers have happened. The only thing the person experiences is the 
vision—the original context is gone, and the person’s mind frames it as a 
genuine experience with a higher power. 

1 John 4:1 – Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are 
of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world. 

The God helmet (aka the Koren helmet after its inventor) was to discover the 

spiritual effects of stimulation of the temporal lobes to create mystical religious 

experiences incl. simulating NDEs (near death experiences):  

 “…you can control people's experiences, and they don't know they are being 
controlled' --(let alone if they don't realize they have ever been hooked up to a 
machine by way of dissociative amnesia)…” 

THE VOICE OF GOD WEAPON.  

 

A tool (developed at Walter Reed Army Institute near Ft. Detrick, MD) which may 
be used along with the Helmet of God is what is called the Voice of God weapon. 

**I challenge the statement that healing is going on in these places.  Many 
experiments and wicked things are perpetrated there.**  

To quote the following reference: "the microwave auditory effect, also known as 
the microwave hearing effect or the Frey effect, consists of audible clicks (or, with 
speech modulation, spoken words) induced by pulsed/modulated microwave 
frequencies. The clicks are generated directly inside the human head without the 
need of any receiving electronic device. The effect was first reported by persons 
working in the vicinity of radar transponders during World War II. These induced 
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sounds are not audible to other people nearby. The microwave auditory effect 
was later discovered to be inducible with shorter-wavelength portions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum.”  
In 2003-2004, the WaveBand Corp. had a contract from the US Navy for the 
design of a MAE system they called MEDUSA (Mob Excess Deterrent Using Silent 
Audio) 

 

Closing:  This “God orders it” programming is all around us.  

 

The false apostate church is full of visions & fake miracles.  While I believe in God, 

and also believe that there are “alien” entities (multidimensional demonic 

entities), we live in an age of enormous deceptions where even the elect of God 

could be deceived. The true God offers us choices and He wants us to choose LIFE 

not death.  
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Deut30:19 – I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set 

before you life and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life, that both 

thou and thy seed may live:  (also Jos.24:15) 

He does not force people to do things. God does not ask us to do things contrary 

to His revealed will. We have FREE WILL. 

2 TIM 3:16 - As the Word of God clearly teaches: “All scripture is given by 

inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reprove, for correction, for 

instruction in righteousness. 

If anyone is asked to do something contrary to the inspired teachings of God, they 

are clearly not being asked by God to do it. “For I am the LORD, I change not…” 

(MAL 3:6, cf. HEB 1:12, JAS 1:17)  

James 1:17 – Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and cometh 

down from the Father of lights, with Whom is no variableness, neither shadow of 

turning. 

Prayer:   

God helmet / God programming 

https://www.facebook.com/Fritz.Springmeier/posts/858968964192205 

Creating a total mind control slave 
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/illumformula4Bchap.shtml 

Fritz’ Facebook Post 

https://www.facebook.com/Fritz.Springmeier/posts/733750743380695 

www.wikipedia.com 

STAR WARS 

http://www.vigilantchristian.org/starwars.html 

https://www.facebook.com/Fritz.Springmeier/posts/858968964192205
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/illumformula4Bchap.shtml
https://www.facebook.com/Fritz.Springmeier/posts/733750743380695
http://www.wikipedia.com/
http://www.vigilantchristian.org/starwars.html
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The url discussing this “Voice of God” weapon is: 

https://l.facebook.com/…/https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fw… 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMicrowave_auditory_effect&h=sAQGe2RznAQEjr5n4IYipg6rZov2eU93rm2sp76kkSEPUwQ&enc=AZPDD3yApjcbIRSfwT3E53idTekBbwMELIZVsFnKEtByfhsHAoLkSD9pDAnJJPZ2YfVCQPDgzRrWnwnIFmLTaamhrIpmrtKieVFyVtMMNQMyxrn5Rp6IidDYGxOyV3YehBQH61Xta4kysc8MQ4UKGAWiJvcFLAJLmR20PjEbZPy2S-W_HCzPCZy3FrjZ1-huV8YfClrmYfZEpu8SSGcMZ-md&s=1

